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Quantum Radar: Snake Oil or Good Idea? - IEEE Conference
Publication
Stealth planes currently go under the radar, figuratively
speaking, but maybe the higher definition promised by quantum
radars could be used.
Quantum radar can detect what's invisible to regular radar ExtremeTech
Quantum radar is an emerging remote-sensing technology based
on input quantum correlations (in particular, quantum
entanglement) and output quantum .
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Stealth planes currently go under the radar, figuratively
speaking, but maybe the higher definition promised by quantum
radars could be used.
Quantum Radars: China's New Weapon to Take Out U.S. Stealth
Fighters (Like the F)?
Radar that can spot stealth aircraft and other quantum
innovations could give their militaries a strategic edge.
Quantum Radars: China's New Weapon to Take Out U.S. Stealth
Fighters (Like the F)?
Radar that can spot stealth aircraft and other quantum
innovations could give their militaries a strategic edge.

Quantum Radar to Be Tested for the First Time Outside of a Lab
Canada has invested (£m) into developing quantum radar - a new
technology that would greatly improve the detection of
stealth.
China may have developed a quantum radar that can spot stealth
planes | New Scientist
As the paper describes, quantum radar uses a novel concept in
physics, which scientist are only just starting to understand.
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